
INVALIDATION SEARCH REPORT



OBJECTIVE

The objective of validity/invalidity search is to identify the closest prior art result before priority date of subject

patent and analyze the prior art with respect to the claims of subject patent thereby find out the strength of

subject patent.

APPROACH

KEYWORD SEARCH

 Identifying one or more keywords and its synonymous related to the key aspects of the subject patent.

 Conducting search on different patent databases using one or more combinations of identified keywords.

CLASSIFICATION SEARCH

 Identifying relevant patent classifications (IPC, CPC, US etc.)

 Conducting search on different patent databases using one or more combinations of identified patent class

codes.

CITATIONS SEARCH

 Searching for examiner citations of subject patent and its family members.

 Comparing both subject patent and its family members examiner citations.

 Identifying the unique relevant prior art from family members citations.



APPROACH

INVENTOR SEARCH

 Identifying potential inventors with respect to the technical domain of subject patent.

 Conducting search on different patent databases using inventor names.

ASSIGNEE SEARCH

 Identifying potential assignees with respect to the technical domain of subject patent.

 Conducting search on different patent databases using assignee names.

SPIDER SEARCH

 Searching for backward and forward citations of subject patent.

 Searching for forward citations of subject patent backward citations.

 Searching for backward citations of subject patent forward citations.

Subject Patent

Forward citation analysisBackward citations analysis

Backward citations analysisForward citation analysis



WORKFLOW

 Through analysis of file history or prosecution history of the subject patent which is to be challenged or 

validated.

 In depth analysis of both examiner and applicant cited patents.

 Finding out the exact inventive step of the subject patent.

 Analyzing claims of the subject patent to understand how inventive step is protected.

 Framing the search strategies based on the inventive step and the technical aspects discussed during 

examination by the both applicant and the examiner.

 Non patent literature search to identify the prior art technical publications.

 Finding out the relevant prior art documents.

DELIVERABLES

 A Word report including an executive summary, conclusion of the study and in-depth analysis of the entire 

relevant prior art documents found during search.

 An Excel report depicting the claim chart with different sections of potential publications disclosing the 

claim(s) subject to Validation/Invalidation.

 Quick pictorial representation (Jpeg or PDF format) depicting mapping of the descriptive representation.

 All PDF documents of potential publications will be provided for client reference.



PROMETHEUS INVALIDATION SEARCH COMPETENCY FRAMEWORK

• Logical search 
strings

•Trained on patent 
search and analytics

•Gained experience 
with multiple 
projects 

•Analyzing examiner 
comments and 
applicant arguments

•All available patent 
databases
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SAMPLE INVALIDATION SEARCH REPORT

CLIENT QUERY

I would like you to perform an invalidation search for the US granted patent i.e. US7XXXX65. Can you 

provide a cost estimate and timelines?

SEARCH STRATEGY

Database: 

Search was conducted in the following databases:

 Acclaim IP

 USPTO

 WIPO 

 Espacenet

 Google patents

 PAJ

 CNPAT



Keywords: Below mentioned different aspects and its synonyms are used in the search strategy: 

Aspects

I II III IV V VI VII

Mobile

communica

tions

Wake-up, Recipient Network Memory Mobile Talk mode

Telecommu

nications

Notify User Platform Storage Cellular

telephone

Listen mode

Emergency

communica

tions

Messages Intended 

recipient

Communica

tion

network

RAM Landline

Vital

communica

tions

Alert Communica

tion device

SEARCH STRATEGY



Classification Codes:

IPC/CPC

Main Class Sub Class Definition

H04M3 H04M3/12 H04M3: Automatic or semi-automatic exchanges

H04M3/12: Marking faulty circuits "busy"; Enabling
equipment to disengage itself from faulty circuits

H04B1 H04B1/16 H04B1: Details of transmission systems

H04B1/16: Circuits

H04M3 H04M3/20 H04M3: Automatic or semi-automatic exchanges

H04M3/20: With means for interrupting existing
connections; with means for breaking-in on conversations

USPTO

455 455/424 455: TELECOMMUNICATIONS

455/424: System equipment

455 455/127.1 455: TELECOMMUNICATIONS

455/127.1: Power control, power supply, or bias voltage
supply

455 455/458 455: TELECOMMUNICATIONS

455/458: Specific paging technique



Subject Patent Independent Claim Elements

Claim 1 Claim 7 

E1: A method for allowing vital XXXXXX to reach at

least one XXXXX XXXXX comprising

E1: A method for XXXXXXX to reach at least one

intended XXXXX comprising

E2: providing a mobile XXXXXX device always operably

XXXXXX to a XXXXXX network

E2: providing a XXXXXXX always operably connected to

a network

E3: wherein the mobile XXXXX device is XXXXX to

distinguish between vital XXXXX and non-vital XXXXXX

E3: wherein the XXXXXXXXX between a vital

communication and XXXXX via a memory store

E4: and XXXXX the vital XXXX to be received by the at

least one intended XXXXX

E4: and XXXX at least one

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX;

E5: wherein when the mobile XXXXX device is in XXXX

mode

E5: wherein the XXXXXXX to receive a vital XXXXXXXX;

E6: XXXXX of an emergency XXXXXX causes the mobile

communication XXXXX to wake up;

E6: wherein when the mobile XXXXX device is in XXXXX

E7: wherein the mobile XXXXX device does not have

an off XXXX;

E7: receipt of an XXXXXXXX communication device to

XXXXX up;

E8: wherein the mobile XXXXX device has a talk mode

and a XXXXX mode

E8: wherein the XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

E9: and wherein the XXXX communications XXXXX

cannot be XXXXXX.

E9: wherein the XXXXXXXXXXXXmodel;

E10: and wherein XXXXXXXX device cannot be XXXXXX.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A comprehensive patent search is conducted to identify the relevant patent publications. Total 2 relevant 

patent publications were found and the same were mapped with the claim elements of the subject patent 

(US75XXXX65). 

Results Summary Table:

Subject Patent Claims/Relevant Publications Claim 1

D.No Publication Number E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9

D1 US6411802B2
O P P P O P P O O

D2 US20060141960A1
O P P O O P O O O

Subject Patent Claims/Relevant Publications Claim 7

D.No Publication Number E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10

D1 US6411802B2
O P P P O O P P O O

D2 US20060141960A1
O P P O O O P O O O

http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7822182
http://appft1.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PG01&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/srchnum.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=20060141960.PGNR.
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect2=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&d=PALL&RefSrch=yes&Query=PN/7822182
http://appft1.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PG01&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/srchnum.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=20060141960.PGNR.


Document Number D1

Publication Number US6411802B1

Title Wireless backup telephone device

Priority Date 15 Mar 1999

Publication Date 25 Jun 2002

Assignee At&T Intellectual Property I, Lp

Relevant Text IN CLAIMS:

2. The wireless backup telephone device of claim 1, further comprising a voltage 

generator, a ring generator, and a dial tone generator for providing emergency 

backup telephone service to the customer premises telephone equipment.

Col. 7, line 62 to Col. 8 line 2.

In addition, a suitable wireless communication device interfaces with the 

customer premises equipment to permit voice and data transfer between the 

wireless device and the customer premises equipment. Such connections allow 

the wireless communication device to bypass the landline network when service 

is interrupted, and to link the customer premises equipment to the wireless 

communication network through the wireless communication device.

RELEVANT RESULTS

http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/srchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=6411802.PN.&OS=PN/6411802&RS=PN/6411802


Document Number D2

Publication Number US20060141960A1

Title Triggering an emergency mode in a radio communication system and methods 

thereof

Priority Date 29 Dec 2004

Publication Date 29 Jun 2006

Assignee Motorola, Inc.

Relevant Text IN DESCRIPTION:

Paragraph No. 14.

In yet another embodiment, the RCS 100 and its elements combine the foregoing 

communication network embodiments. In this way the MCD 106 can switch 

between communication networks on the basis of proximity, availability of 

service and economic factors managed by a user of the MCD 106. 

IN DESCRIPTION:

Paragraph No. 44.

Similarly, a user may be lost, having wandered outside the normal range of any of 

the serving areas of RCS 100. In one embodiment of the invention, xxxxxxx.

RELEVANT RESULTS

http://appft1.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PG01&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/srchnum.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=20060141960.PGNR.


SAMPLE CLAIM MAPPING

Claim Elements Relevant Prior Art

Subject Patent US75XXXX5B2 US6411802B1 US20060141960A1

Priority Date: 16 Nov 2016 15-Mar-99 29-Dec-04

E1: A method for allowing vital 

communications to reach at 

least one intended recipient 

comprising

Not disclosed Not disclosed

E2: providing a mobile 

communications device always 

operably connected to a 

communications network

IN DESCRIPTION: Col.7, lines 57-61. The 

wireless communication device may 

include any conventional analog or 

digital wireless telephone or cellular 

radiotelephone. A suitable wireless 

communication device communicates 

with a wireless communication network 

functionally connected to the landline 

network. 

IN DESCRIPTION: Paragraph No: 0015. 

For illustration purposes only, the 

description below will focus on an 

embodiment of the RCS 100 as a cellular 

network. It will be appreciated by one of 

ordinary skill in the art that the 

embodiments of the invention are 

applicable to any radio communication 

system.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20020625&CC=US&NR=6411802B1&KC=B1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20060629&CC=US&NR=2006141960A1&KC=A1


SUBJECT 
PATENT

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

US75XXXX5B2

CLAIM ELEMENTS

RELEVANT PRIOR ART

US6411802B1

SAMPLE PICTORIAL CLAIM MAPPING

Claim 1, Column 1 Line 12-15

Claim 1, Column 3 Line 10-18

Claim 1, Column 4 Line 1-5

Claim 1, Column 5 Line 12-15

Claim 1, Column 8 Line 11-19

Claim 1, Column 7 Line 2-5

15th MAR 1999

16th NOV 2016



THANK YOU


